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Partnerships

A GENERATION
READY FOR
TOMORROW

NUB Student Dormitories
NUB has state-of-the-art residences that can accommodate more
than 850 students, well equipped with modern accommodation
facilities to ensure student safety, as well as on-site comfort.
Supervised by a group of specialized professors and supervisors,
each building in the dormitory enjoys a spacious lounge, a prayer
hall, a reception room, and a private study and reading room,
making it an ideal environment to study, connect and excel.

NUB is proud to partner with many leading universities around
the world, giving our students an opportunity to study abroad on
an exchange basis, which is important for their personal growth
and career prospects. In addition, international students will be
able to study at NUB, taking advantage of unique academic and
cultural experiences through direct communication with students
from different cultural and educational backgrounds.

NUB Students’ Recreational
Facilities

For more information, please contact the NUB’s International
Office to learn more about partner universities available for
upcoming registration.

NUB offers a variety of top-class facilities to offer its students a holistic
experience aimed at balancing education with recreation. From
cutting-edge gym rooms supervised by expert instructors, hockey
and ping-pong halls encouraging daily activity to a variety of mind
stimulating games including chess rooms. NUB also has tennis,
volleyball and basketball courts, in addition to a modern stadium that
can accommodate more than 400 spectators, as well as an excellent
restaurant that operates 12 hours a day.

Aptech at NUB –
Empowering Students
By Enhancing Their
Employability Skills

NUB Office of Student Affairs

NUB is committed to secure its students’ future by empowering
them with the necessary knowledge and employability skills
needed to introduce a generation of leaders ready for employment
immediately upon graduation. Consequently, in 2017-2018, NUB
collaborated with Aptech Academy of Learning and Training
Ltd. in India. Offering internationally accredited English and IT
courses as university requirements at all NUB faculties. Courses
are compulsory for students who start their first academic year
at NUB and are taught over three academic years, across six
academic semesters.

NUB Student Affairs Office is proud to be the one-stop-shop and
official source of students’ academic records. The office provides
students with a variety of enrollment services related to registration,
transcripts, grades, degree plans, class and final exam schedules, in
addition to athletics certification, and graduation. Many of our services
and resources are available online through the university portal.

Medical Care for NUB
Students
At NUB, students’ health is our top priority. Therefore, the
university has a fully equipped 24-hour medical clinic, managed by
a dedicated team of professionals, available around the
clock to receive any urgent cases that require utmost care.
Moreover, NUB provides health insurance to students in
unexpected cases of accidents by contracting a reputable hospital
as its emergency arm.

Transportation Facilities at
NUB
NUB operates a fleet of modern buses to provide safe
transportation to and from the university, connecting it to Cairo and
many other major cities, as well as villages nearby. Ideally situated
at the entrance of the New Beni Suef City and on Cairo - Beni Suef
Road’s starting point, NUB is easily accessible through various
major roads and means of transportation, providing a hassle-free
experience where convenience is key. For students living outside
of Beni Suef, NUB provides direct transportation from different
points of arrival such as train stations, buses and taxis, as well as
from Cairo and nearby cities of Beni Suef.

The Student Affairs Office is responsible for all correspondence
related to filling student registration documents and university fees. In
addition, the office maintains a standardized database for all students
on campus and is responsible for issuing student certificates, as well
as registering new students. Moreover, the office is responsible for
facilitating all steps necessary to transfer students between faculties,
as well as issuing school ID cards.
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NUB Student Affairs Office oversees all required correspondences
with students and parents regarding the payment of tuition fees
and the fulfillment of the academic process, as well as reporting
any instructions specified or any urgent observations.

CISCO Networking Academy at NUB
Technology Education Program for College-and Career-Ready Students.

Address
Beni suef, New Beni Suef City, Egypt – Nahda University
HOTLINE

19206
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For more info, please contact
our international office:
international.office@nub.edu.eg

Cisco Networking Academy provides a number of teaching enhancement tools for instructors, including:
• Cisco Packet Tracer: a lab simulation tool available to instructors and students to be used with
coursework
• Interactive teaching guides
• Online assessments
• Grade books
• Gaming: work scenario environment for students to manage projects and develop work and
thinking skills
• Case studies: work scenarios for students to build skills and specialties
• Communities of support for both instructors and students

THE GATE TOYOUR FUTURE

NUB in Brief

NUB Achievements

FACULTIES &
DEPARTMENTS

Nahda University in Beni-Suef (NUB) is an Egyptian private university - established in
2006 under Presidential Decree No. 2006/253 - has spared no effort in making its way
towards excellence at a steady pace to occupy its renowned position in Upper Egypt today
while elevating the challenges facing the education sector in the critical stage we live in.
The moment we thought about how much attention was needed for education, especially in
Upper Egypt, was the moment when we collectively realized that our dream of building NUB
was possible and necessary. Our goal was to create a place to care for the development
of students, as well as to prepare the educated generations that we can entrust to develop
our beloved country.

NUB is not just a place for academic studies, it is a development center where students are
empowered to develop their intellectual skills by excelling in research, academia and social
work. University provides students with the latest teaching tools and prepares them to fulfill
their mission as leaders of development through programs that enhance their creativity,
build on their skills and enrich their mental capabilities.

NUB Mission

Faculty of
Computer Science

Faculty of Oral
and Dental Medicine

Students Graduation Ceremony Class of 2018

• On the educational level: NUB introduces the Credit Hours
System as an advanced certification system that helps
students achieve excellence.
• On the systematic level: NUB applies an electronic
fingerprint system to monitor the attendance /absence of the
academic staff and students.
• On the labor market level: 84% of NUB graduates enroll in
prestigious posts in the labor market within the first 6 months
from graduation.
• On the academic and research level: NUB students
participate in academic and research competitions as well as
in national and international conferences all over Egypt.

• On the external representation level: University students
achieved honorable results in all the fields they participated
in. They were truly the best NUB ambassadors on both
national and international levels.
• On the student exchange level: During their years of study
at NUB, students receive theoretical and practical training
Arab and foreign universities.
• On the academic staff level: NUB recruits distinguished
professors who have obtained degrees from international
universities and scholars who have taught at prestigious
universities.

IN FULL
PARTNERSHIP WITH

NUB Continuous Education Center (NCEC) is a chain that connects the university with society. The center allows
the largest possible number of community members to benefit from the expertise, experiences and resources
available in NUB by offering programs that develop the required skills and expertise while providing a supportive
and encouraging environment, in theory and in practice. In addition, the center is tasked with improving teaching,

learning and training methods to develop the capabilities of all parties involved in the educational process, leveraging
academic expertise by offering advanced programs that develop the abilities and skills of NUB faculty and staff. The

Center also offers advanced training programs for academic and administrative leaders to improve their leadership
performance and decision-making abilities, as well as their intellectual and research skills. NCES offers a wide range
of training programs and integrates with courses offered by Aptech, Huawei, Cisco and Oracle academies.
Cisco

Oracle

The faculty grants bachelor’s degree in the following
programs:
IN FULL PARTNERSHIP WITH

Huawei

Aptech

• Computer Science
• Information Systems
• Information Technology
• Operations Research and Decision Support

Duration of study: five years plus one obligatory year for internship program.
Credit Hours: 180 Hours

The faculty grants bachelor’s degree of oral and dental medicine and has the following
departments:
• Basic Dentistry Sciences
• Prosthetic Dentistry
• Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
• Conservative Dentistry
• Orthodontics and Pediatric Dentistry
• Oral Medicine, Periodontology, Diagnosis and Oral Radiology

Faculty of Medicine

Faculty of Mass Communication
& Public Relations
Duration of study: Four years
Credit Hours: 140 Hours

• Basic Sciences to be taught along the five academic years

Nahda Continuous Education Center (NCEC)

NUB prepares distinguished graduates able to compete globally by engaging them in education and research activities as well
as community service. The University also works to develop student performance and thought to enable students to shine in their
areas of specialization or in any position they occupy.

Pharmaceutics
Biochemistry
Pharmacognosy
Pharmacology and Toxicology
Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Microbiology and Immunology
Clinical Pharmacy

Duration of study: Four years
Credit Hours: 146 Hours

NUB is the first private university in Upper Egypt, supported by the dedicated

significantly to the progress of society.

• Civil Engineering.
• Architectural Engineering.
• Electrical Engineering (Communications and Computer
Engineering).
• Mechatronics Engineering.
• Electrical and Renewable Energy Engineering.
• Mechanical Engineering (Mechanical Production Division).

The faculty grants a Bachelor of Pharmacy (PharmD) and has
the following departments:

NUB offers a variety of studies, covering the most imperative technical, academic and
specialized business skills. Our academic staff are outstanding scientists who apply the
latest scientific and academic teaching methods to enable students to fully understand their
subjects while effectively applying their knowledge and skills at work.

Egypt, and to create an ever-evolving generation that can contribute

The faculty grants bachelor’s degree in the following programs:

Duration of study: Five years + one year training
Credit Hours: 179 Hours

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IN FULL
PARTNERSHIP WITH

Duration of study: Four years
Credit Hours: 160 Hours

Faculty of Pharmacy

By adopting advanced learning methodologies to generate open and competitive
generations in different labor markets, NUB offers a truly exclusive model with a focus on
the future.

efforts of its first-class professors to develop the minds of youth in Upper

Faculty of Engineering

The faculty grants bachelor’s degree in the following programs:
•
•
•
•

Public Relations and Advertising
Radio and Television
Journalism
Electronic publishing

IN FULL PARTNERSHIP WITH

Duration of study: 5 Years followed by 2 years obligatory training (house officer years)
Credit Points: 300 Points
The faculty grants bachelor’s degree of medicine and surgery (MB.BCh)

Nahda university has a partnership agreement with the Medical University of Vienna, the
2nd oldest medical school in Europe, through its international arm, the Medical University
of Vienna International.
The partnership agreement allows exchange of faculty members between both universities
and entails full cooperation in curriculum & faculty development, capacity building, teaching
methods and assessments, scientific research & quality control.

Faculty of Business
Administration
Duration of study: Four years
Credit Hours: 122 Hours

The faculty grants bachelor’s degree in the following programs:
•
•
•
•

Business Administration
Accounting
Marketing and E-Commerce
Management of Banks and Capital Markets.

